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Once upon a time, Nicu Sebe came to a small Finnish town next to the Russian border as an invited speaker of the International Summer School in Novel Computing. His lectures were so exciting, funny and gripping, that half a year later I started my PhD at the University of Amsterdam where Nicu worked at that time.

In Amsterdam I have met many interesting people who have changed my life. First of all, I would like to thank my supervisor Jan-Mark Geusebroek, who introduced me to the world of research. Thank you for your enormous patience in teaching me how to write scientific papers, for believing in me, for being positive even in the darkest periods of my PhD life, and for giving me the opportunity to make my own mistakes. I have learned a lot about science and life during our collaboration. Another important person in my PhD journey is undoubtedly Arnold Smeulders, who is my promotor. Our short but very fruitful collaboration helped to structure how I do science. Moreover, Arnold’s great ability to give a wise advice when you are ready to hear it, helped me in the quest of becoming a better scientist and person. If I have any regrets about my PhD it is that I did not pass by Arnold’s office more often.

Among other ISIS members, I wish to thank Cor Veenman for showing me how to think about research problems, Frank Seinstra for sharing his passion for Rembrandt’s paintings, Sennay Ghebreab for inspiring discussions on Weibull distribution and Cees Snoek for sharing his experience. It is impossible to overestimate the role of Virginie Mes in the lives of everyone in the lab. Thank you for all your help and your good mood through these years.

I was lucky to have extraordinary colleagues who helped me to stay focused during office hours and relax afterwards. Our discussions during reading clubs, Soos presentations, lunches, and coffee breaks contributed to my development a lot. Special thanks to Jan, Fangbin and Michael for our table-tennis matches, Ivo for amazing performances, Daan for good choice of movies and concerts, Koen for helping me to be a Soos
chairman, Roberto for great parties, Ork for many beautiful photos, Vlado for being real Balkan and Dung for nice conversations. Special thanks to Xirong and Stratos who honored me by being my paranymphs.

Large part of my PhD life was dedicated to the European project PERCEPT. I would like warmly thank all collaborators: Boris Velichkovsky, Sebastian Pannasch and Jens Helmert from TU of Dresden for coordinating the project and keeping all our discussions heated; Lars Kai Hansen and Morten Morup from TU of Danmark for bringing interesting perspectives; Pia Rama and Thierry Baccino from University of Nice for organizing an unforgettable meeting in Nice; Henrik Walter, Katharina Roth and Ann-Kathrin Herbold from University of Bonn for long discussions about human emotions; Andras Lorincz and Gabor Szirtes from University of Budapest for their intention to clarify all details. A special thanks is due to the collaborators from University Medical Center Groningen: Frans Cornelissen, Jan Bernard Marsman and Remco Renken. They not only welcomed me into the exciting world of neuroscience and brain imaging, but also helped in the enormous task of collecting eye-tracking data. I hope that our collaboration will continue in my post PhD life.

I am thankful to my formal or informal mentors during graduate schools: Leon Petrosjan, Aleksandr Aleksandrov, Alexei Uteshev, Alexei Zhabko, Nikolay Smirnov and Aleksand Kamachkin from the State University of Saint-Petersburg, and Juha Alho, Alexander Kolesnikov and Juhani Saastamoinen from the University of Joensuu. Thanks for your perspectives, advices and guidance.

I would like to express my sincere gratitude to my guiding star Nicu Sebe. He not only inspired me to start PhD in Computer Vision, but also invited me afterwards to join his new lab in Italy as a postdoc. Thank you for all the valuable experience and for the engaging and friendly atmosphere in the lab. It is a pleasure to work with Ram, Jacopo, Gloria, Julian, Negar, Moji, Yan, Kevin, Andreza and Manuel.

I have got priceless support from my friends. I would like to thank Vova, Denis and Dima for our great trip to Belgium to watch a soccer match between Russian and Dutch teams, Evgeni for countless good stories during coffee breaks, Katja for being so fearless and purposeful, Lev and Max for giving an example how to be a good scientist. Loridana’s support and wise advises helped me to stay sane and balanced. Jochem was not only the perfect roommate and cook but also a source of new knowledge ranging from political analysis to karate techniques. I will always remember our dinners together. During my stay in Finland, Slava, Igor, Sasha, Slava, Lena, Evgenia, Stas, Tatiana, Vitali, Sveta, Anna and Olga made my life full of warmth and joy even at the coldest sunless days. Thank you for being next to me, for inspiration to try new things
like aikido and skating, for making together homework and Halloween outfits, for hot sauna evenings and many many conversations which shaped my personality.

My dance teacher Margherita gave me endless inspiration and strength to finish my PhD. She not only opened up new abilities for my body, but also showed that most limits in life are self-imposed and it is never too late. Margherita’s lessons were especially good because of the beautiful dancers Adam, Marina, Sunny, Laurent and Joana. Thank you all for the energy you shared with me and for your smiles when it was already impossible to move. I wish to thank Joana for going with me to all those crazy performances and for organizing an unforgettable 80’s party.

I would like to express my deepest appreciation to Netty and Rob. Thank you for welcoming me in your family, for our splendid trips together and for your care. Now I have home also in Holland. All what I have been doing since Jasper has appeared in my life can be directly attributed to him. Half of this thesis is written in collaboration with Jasper. We are sharing office, most of our free time, and it is never enough. The world is simply a so much better place when I am next to you.

Этой диссертации никогда не случилось - не будь в моей жизни Леры. Благодаря ей я переехала в Санкт-Петербург. Лера же убедила меня продолжать образование в Финляндии, а потом и в Голландии. Она создавала мне все условия для подготовки к экзаменам и разделяла заботы и радости моей студенческой жизни. А все мои студенческие истории, так или иначе, связаны с Леной. Лена стала моим самым близким другом и ориентиром. Уже 9 лет мы живем в разных странах, но, как и прежде, она а курсе всех моих дел и планов. Игорь знает меня практически так же хорошо, как и Лена. Его пример заставляет меня двигаться вперед, и жить не как получится, а, как мечтается. Лучших друзей невозможно себе представить.

В Санкт-Петербурге, мои опасения по поводу жизни в общежитии быстро развеялись, как только я познакомилась со Славой, Антоном, Мишей, Сергеем, Женей, Лешей и Настей, Мариной и Ирои, Лебедевым и Мастером, Лаосом и Тополем. С ними я научилась мыслить независимо, быть открытой новому и не бояться перемен. Особенная благодарность Славе за поддержку, походы в театр и помощь в адаптации в Финляндии.

Семья - мое главное место силы. Я двигаюсь вперед только потому, что ощущаю ваше доверие, любовь и веру в мои способности. Я бесконечно признательна папе за его заботу, готовность прийти на помощь, понимание и мудрость. К тому же он готовит самый вкусный в мире шашлык. С самого рождения меня оберегает моя сестра Алёна,
она несколько раз спасала мою жизнь и постоянно делает её веселее и интереснее. В мире нет детей прекрасней, чем Таня и Миша. Ира и Лера, Витя, Инна, Аня, Галя, Софа и Жора, спасибо Вам за то, что вы есть в моей жизни. Отдельное спасибо Ире за редактирование этого текста. Таня Куланина, хоть официально и не входит в семью, но давно уже стала её важной частью.

Эта диссертация посвящается моей маме и бабушкам.